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The genre of noise music (as performed by artists such as Masami Akita, Ron Lessard, Kazumoto 
Endo, and Lasse Marhaug) represents a unique (and often alienating) listening experience thanks to 
its apparently wholesale rejection of conventional modes of musical expression. Whether emerging 
out of avant-garde explorations of sounds or attempts to push musical extremes to their limits, noise 
music presents descriptive problems to listeners who struggle to precisely express their experience of 
listening to it. 
 In his essay “Talking About Noise: The Limits of Language,” Kevin Matthew Jones suggests that 
noise music, unlike more traditional styles of music, is uniquely difficult to discuss beyond superficial 
descriptions of the sounds or musings about the very concept of noise music itself. In Jones’ words, 
talking about noise music “was like a brick wall, relying upon descriptive language and perhaps some 
remarks about an artist’s intention.”1 Attempts to overcome this, he felt, often collapsed into the 
“subjective/objective impasse” of being unable to fully express the subjective experience of listening 
to noise in objective terms because “noise [music] defies the kind of objectification that is implicit 
when discussing art.”2 Jones also suggests that noise music demands a more “active” or “meditative” 
focus of attention than is required by other styles of music which, though potentially draining, allows 
“you to become lost in what you’re experiencing.”3 He ultimately concludes that words might be 
unable to communicate this feeling, and that this highly subjective experience requires listening to 
noise music for oneself. Why might this be the case? In Being and Time, Martin Heidegger’s brief 
discussion of our relationship with sounds provides some insights into why the deeply subjective 
experience of listening to noise music might be uniquely difficult to put into words. 

In Being and Time, Heidegger maintains that initial impressions of sounds do not first strike us 
as units of sensory information that are subsequently interpreted and identified, but rather as the sound 
of some entity that is in the world alongside us. As he writes, “what we ‘first’ hear is never noises or 
complexes of sounds, but the creaking wagon, the motor-cycle.”4 For instance, the low rumble heard 
through the window is not first heard as a low rumble, but rather immediately apprehended as the 
sound of a car as it drives down the road. Any attempt to hear a sound solely as “pure noise,” thinks 
Heidegger, will demand that one abstract oneself into “a very artificial and complicated frame of 
mind.”5 Heidegger believes that this illustrates how we are “essentially understanding” beings who are 
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“proximally alongside what is understood.”6 Our immediate identification of sounds with their sources 
is further illustration, thinks Heidegger, of our integration into the systems of meanings and 
relationships that constitute the world in which we live and act. 

Heidegger’s considerations might provide some insights about why Jones finds noise music 
so difficult to discuss. Noise music often sounds more similar to the sounds of machines, tools, or 
other objects that we interact with in our daily lives than to what is traditionally recognized as music. 
However, unlike the sounds of these machines, tools, or other objects, noise music does not clearly 
imply its source. The ability to immediately associate sounds with their sources, as Heidegger describes, 
requires our being “proximally alongside what is understood.”7 There must be a context, a system of 
associations to relate within. Noise music, it seems, exists outside of this context by creating sounds 
with sources that are either unidentifiable by the listener (as one cannot see or determine via context 
the process by which a given sound is made when listening to a tape or cd), or are identifiable but 
used in such an unorthodox manner as to defy normal associative expectations. The listener is forced 
outside of their everyday system of association for sounds and comes to face nothing but the sound 
itself. Heidegger’s further claim that one must have an “artificial and complicated frame of mind” in 
order to hear “pure noise” implies that the listener, if they wish to be an active experiencer of the 
noise music, must make the unusual effort of focusing their mind on the abstract and strange sounds 
they are hearing.8 As with other unusual or uncommon experiences, focusing on noise music can be 
an enveloping and highly engrossing, yet nevertheless extremely difficult to put into words. The 
experience defies objective description because it is so novel and disorienting. The personal effort 
required to listen to noise music actively goes far to ensnare any feeling in the net of subjectivity, as 
the approach you take to listening and interpreting might be unique to you. Moreover, this additional 
effort might account for why Jones feels that listening to noise music can be “tiring” - one has to really 
concentrate in order to listen well.9 

Likewise, the passive listener of noise music will also have a difficult time precisely describing 
what they hear. Because of the absence of context for the sounds, there is nothing for the passive 
listener to easily grab on to or associate them with. Without attentiveness, noise music can easily fade 
into the back of one’s mind, in the same way that some employ white noise machines to create a 
background, but largely unnoticed, ambiance. Without realizing it, the noise music will pass such a 
listener by, leaving them without much to say apart from vague musings or overly general comments. 

Thus, whether one listens to noise music actively or passively, there will, as Jones suggests, be 
profound difficulties for any attempt to describe the experience. Still, some questions remain. Do 
Heidegger’s words apply differently in the context of live performances of noise music (where the 
production process of the noise is visible) versus recordings (where the production process cannot be 
seen)? Many pieces of noise music also strongly emphasize themes, cover images, and lyrics. How 
might these themes and images affect or facilitate the listening experience? 
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